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Amine Abbad Andaloussi
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Software and Process Engineering

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 057
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** amab@dtu.dk

Isuru Sampath Bandara Abeykoon Udugama
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
PROSYS - Process and Systems Engineering Centre

**Postal address:**
null, null
Denmark

**Postal address:**
Søltofts Plads
227, 202
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** isud@kt.dtu.dk

Hari Om Aggrawal
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Scientific Computing

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 118
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** haom@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253016

Rudi Agius
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 117
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** ruda@dtu.dk
Mikael Agn
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 215
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** miag@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45255939

Kristoffer Jon Albers
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
324
DK-2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** kjal@dtu.dk

Laura Alessandretti
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
**Postal address:**
null, null
Denmark
**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 117
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** l.alessandretti@gmail.com, lauale@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253040
**Web:** http://www.compute.dtu.dk/

Jose Juan Almagro Armenteros
PhD Student
Department of Bio and Health Informatics
Department of Bio and Health Informatics
Disease Intelligence and Molecular Evolution
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
**Postal address:**
Kemitorvet
208, 061
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Postal address:**
Tommy Sonne Alstrøm
Senior Researcher
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 007
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: tsal@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253431
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/tsal
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/tsal

Anders Reenberg Andersen
PhD Student, Research Assistant
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Management Engineering
Statistics and Data Analysis
Management Science
Operations Research
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 220
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Postal address:
Produktionstorvet
424, 225
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: arean@dtu.dk
Mobile: 61303997
Web: http://compute.dtu.dk

Jesper Fink Andersen
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Statistics and Data Analysis
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 220
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: jfan@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253372
Martin Skovgaard Andersen
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Scientific Computing
Postal address:
Asmussens Allé
303B, 113
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: mskan@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253036
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/mskan
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/mskan

Tobias Andersen
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 125
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: toban@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253687

Wanja Andersen
Administrative Officer
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 117
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: waan@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253040

Mariam Andersson
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 120
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: maande@dtu.dk

Jens Wenzel Andreasen
Professor
Tinna Björk Aradóttir
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Dynamical Systems
Postal address:
Asmussens Allé
303B, 140
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: tiar@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253086

Elizabeth Jill MacDougall Archer
Project Coordinator
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 110
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: ejma@dtu.dk
Mobile: 93510796

Georgios Arvanitidis
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 128
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: gear@dtu.dk
Phone: 45255241
Web: http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/~gear/
Martin Christian Axelsen
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 106
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** maxe@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253922

Armin Ghasem Azar
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Dynamical Systems
**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 039
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** agaz@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45252095

Peder Bacher
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Dynamical Systems
**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 009
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** pbac@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253075
**Mobile:** 60774725
**Web address:** http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/~pbac/
**Web:** http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/~pbac/

Per Bækgaard
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 132
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** pgba@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253908
**Mobile:** 40502574
Jakob Andreas Bærentzen
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 110
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: janba@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253414
Fax: 45881397
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/janba
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/janba

Hadise Baghooee
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
CERE – Center for Energy Resources Engineering
Centre for oil and gas – DTU
Postal address:
Elektrovej
375, 016
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Postal address:
Søltofts Plads
229, 0
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: hadise@dtu.dk, hadise@kt.dtu.dk
Web: http://www.oilgas.dtu.dk

Jonas Bak
Research Assistant
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Embedded Systems Engineering
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 124
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: jonbak@dtu.dk

Mathias Nitschke Baltzersen
Research Assistant
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 117
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: mabal@dtu.dk

Priyanka Banerjee
Postdoc
Department of Bio and Health Informatics
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Statistics and Data Analysis
Postal address:
null, null
Denmark
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 213
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: priban@dtu.dk, priban@bioinformatics.dtu.dk
Mobile: +4561465553

Ashish Kumar Bangaru
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Wind Energy
Postal address:
null, null
Denmark
Postal address:
Frederiksborgvej 399
229, 801
4000
Roskilde
Denmark
Email: akba@dtu.dk

Frederik Banis
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Dynamical Systems
Postal address:
Asmusssens Allé
303B, 019
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: freba@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253369

Jakob Eyvind Bardram
Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Embedded Systems Engineering
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology
Marie Gissen Barfoed  
HR Consultant  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Office for HR  
Postal address: null, null  
Denmark  
Postal address: Anker Engelunds Vej  
101, 2.114  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
Email: mgba@adm.dtu.dk  
Mobile: 23100283

Oktay Baris  
PhD Student  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Embedded Systems Engineering  
Postal address: Richard Petersens Plads  
322, 129  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
Email: okba@dtu.dk  
Phone: 45253745

Mohammadreza Barzegaran  
PhD Student  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Embedded Systems Engineering  
Postal address: Richard Petersens Plads  
322, 115  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
Email: mohba@dtu.dk  
Phone: 45253920  
Mobile: 4552745716

Andreas Baum  
Postdoc  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Statistics and Data Analysis

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 260
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** andba@dtu.dk

Hubert Baumeister
Associate Professor

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Software and Process Engineering

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 058
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** huba@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253729
**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/huba
**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/huba

Tina Holst Beck
Finance Manager

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Office for Finance and Accounting

**Postal address:**
null, null
Denmark
**Postal address:**
Lundtoftevej 150
266, 053
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** tihb@adm.dtu.dk
**Phone:** 35886145
**Mobile:** 4020 4134

Peter Beelen
Professor

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Mathematics

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 157
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** pabe@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253022
**Mobile:** 2240 7799
**Fax:** 4588 1399

Serge Belongie
Honorary Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 120
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** serbe@dtu.dk

Hjörleifur G Bergsteinsson
PhD Student

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Dynamical Systems

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 039
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** hgbe@dtu.dk

Philip Bille
Associate Professor

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Algorithms and Logic

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 016
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** phbi@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253647
**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/phbi
**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/phbi

Eva Bing
Coordinator, PA

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 150
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** evbi@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45255245
**Mobile:** 20126330
**Fax:** 45281511

Anna Camilla Birkegård
Postdoc, Research Assistant

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

National Veterinary Institute

Dynamical Systems
Epidemiology

Postal address:
Asmussens Allé
303B, 005
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

Postal address:
Kemitorvet
204, 251
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

Email: acbir@dtu.dk, acbir@vet.dtu.dk
Phone: 45233353, 35886286

Mathias Blicher Bjørregård
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Dynamical Systems

Postal address:
Asmussens Allé
303B, 019
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

Email: matbb@dtu.dk

Dines Bjørner
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Postal address:
Asmussens Allé
303B, 043
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

Email: dibj@dtu.dk
Phone: 45257341

Ignacio Blanco
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Dynamical Systems

Postal address:
Asmussens Allé
303B, 008
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

Email: igbl@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253428

Mogens Blanke
Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Electrical Engineering
Automation and Control

Postal address:
null, null
Denmark

Postal address:
Elektrovej
326, 114
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: mb@elektro.dtu.dk
Phone: 45253565
Mobile: +45 29910965

Andrey Bogdanov
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cyber Security

Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 210
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: anbog@dtu.dk
Phone: 45255472
Fax: +45 4588 1399
Web address: http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/~anbog/
Web: http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/~anbog/

Hanne Bøhm
Assistant
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 023
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: hanb@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253090

Dimitri Boiroux
Assistant Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Scientific Computing

Postal address:
Asmussens Allé
303B, 115
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: dibo@dtu.dk
Phone: 45255281
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/dibo
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/dibo

Thomas Bolander
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Algorithms and Logic

**Postbox address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 022
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** tobo@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253715
**Fax:** 45930074
**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/tobo
**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/tobo

Rasmus Bonnevie
Postdoc

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Cognitive Systems

**Postbox address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 120
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** rabo@dtu.dk
**Mobile:** 41191390
**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/rabo
**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/rabo

Maria Bonto
PhD Student

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Centre for oil and gas – DTU

**Postbox address:**
Elektrovej
375, 016
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Postbox address:**
Elektrovej
375, 124
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** mabon@dtu.dk
**Web:** http://www.oilgas.dtu.dk

Sebastian Borchert
TechLead + UNIX HPC administrator

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postbox address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 280
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** sebo@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253023
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/sebo
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/sebo

Andrea Bordoni
HPC Specialist
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 280
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: andbor@dtu.dk

Pietro Antonio Bortolozzo
Coordinator, DCC
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 280
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: pbor@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253260

David Brander
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Mathematics
Postal address:
Asmussens Allé
303B, 158
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: dbra@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253052
Fax: +45 4588 1399
Web address: http://www2.mat.dtu.dk/people/D.Brander/
Web: http://www2.mat.dtu.dk/people/D.Brander/

Tommi Olavi Brander
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Scientific Computing
Postal address:
Asmussens Allé
303B, 105
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: tobr@dtu.dk
Phone: 45255246

Ole Brandt
Systemadministrator
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 027
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** olebr@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253893

Bodil Branner
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Matematiktorvet
null, null
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** bobr@dtu.dk

Elise Otterlei Brenne
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Energy Conversion and Storage
Imaging and Structural Analysis

**Postal address:**
null, null
Denmark
**Postal address:**
Frederiksborgvej 399
778, 27
4000
Roskilde
Denmark
**Email:** elbre@dtu.dk
**Mobile:** 31964923

Per B. Brockhoff
Professor, Head of Department
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 141
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** perbb@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253365
**Mobile:** 20441711
**Fax:** 45882673
**Web address:** http://www.staff.dtu.dk/perbb
**Web:** http://www.staff.dtu.dk/perbb

Niclas Laursen Brok
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Dynamical Systems
**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 019
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** nlbr@dtu.dk

**Phone:** 45253369

Morten Brøns
Professor, Head of section
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 141
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** mobr@dtu.dk

**Phone:** 45253067

**Fax:** +45 4588 1399

**Web address:** http://www2.mat.dtu.dk/people/M.Brons

**Web:** http://www2.mat.dtu.dk/people/M.Brons

Andrea Burattin
Assistant Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 056
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** andbur@dtu.dk

**Web:** https://andrea.burattin.net

Matteo Busi
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
null, null
Denmark

**Postal address:**
Fysikvej
307, 251
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** mbusi@fysik.dtu.dk

**Mobile:** +45 71706090

Jonas Busk
PhD Student
Copenhagen Center for Health Technology
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Cognitive Systems

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 133
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** jbusk@dtu.dk

Davide Cali
Postdoc

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Dynamical Systems

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 039
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** dcal@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253095

Azucena Campillo Navarro
PhD Student

Statistics and Data Analysis

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 230
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** azca@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45255351

Victor Adriano Okstoft Carmelo
PhD Student

Statistics and Data Analysis

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 014
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** vaocar@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253706

Jens Michael Carstensen
Associate Professor

Image Analysis & Computer Graphics

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 216
Mike Castro Lundin  
Research Assistant  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Formal Methods  
**Postal address:** Richard Petersens Plads  
324, 253  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** mclu@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45259679

Stefano Cerri  
PhD Student  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics  
**Postal address:** Richard Petersens Plads  
321, 213  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** stce@dtu.dk

Anders Nymark Christensen  
Postdoc, Assistant Professor  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics  
Centre for oil and gas – DTU  
Centre for oil and gas – DTU  
**Postal address:** Richard Petersens Plads  
324, 110  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Postal address:** Elektrovej  
375, 1  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** anym@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45255258  
**Mobile:** 20885762  
**Web address:** http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/~anym  
**Web:** http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/~anym, http://www.oilgas.dtu.dk
Finn Kuno Christensen  
Librarian, Communication  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
**Postal address:**  
Richard Petersens Plads  
322, 030  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** kuno@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45253430  
**Mobile:** 41818128

Niels Jørgen Christensen  
Associate Professor  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics  
**Postal address:**  
Richard Petersens Plads  
321, 209  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** njch@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45253366  
**Fax:** 45881397  
Web address: [http://people.compute.dtu.dk/njch](http://people.compute.dtu.dk/njch)  
Web: [http://people.compute.dtu.dk/njch](http://people.compute.dtu.dk/njch)

Ole Christensen  
Professor  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Mathematics  
**Postal address:**  
Asmussens Allé  
303B, 161  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** ochr@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45253043  
Web address: [http://www2.mat.dtu.dk/people/Ole.Christensen/](http://www2.mat.dtu.dk/people/Ole.Christensen/)  
Web: [http://www2.mat.dtu.dk/people/Ole.Christensen/](http://www2.mat.dtu.dk/people/Ole.Christensen/)

Anders Roy Christiansen  
Postdoc  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Algorithms and Logic  
**Postal address:**  
Richard Petersens Plads  
322, 006  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** aroy@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45253403
Henning Christiansen
Head of IT and DTU Computing Center

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 028
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** hench@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253002
**Mobile:** 51537793
**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/hench
**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/hench

Lasse Engbo Christiansen
Associate Professor

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Dynamical Systems

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 010
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** laec@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253315
**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/laec
**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/laec

Lasse Hjuler Christiansen
PhD Student

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Scientific Computing

Center for Energy Resources Engineering

**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 147
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** lhch@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45255203

Peter Leth Christiansen

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Department of Physics

**Postal address:**
null, null
Denmark

**Postal address:**
Fysikvej
309, 240
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** plc@fysik.dtu.dk, plch@dtu.dk
Line Katrine Harder Clemmensen  
Associate Professor  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Statistics and Data Analysis  
**Postal address:**  
Richard Petersens Plads  
324, 220  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** lkhc@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45253764  
**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/lkhc  
**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/lkhc

Knut Conradsen  
Professor emeritus  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics  
**Postal address:**  
Richard Petersens Plads  
321, 212  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** knco@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45253416  
**Web address:** http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/~kc/  
**Web:** http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/~kc/

Claus L. Cramer-Petersen  
PhD Student, Project Manager  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Embedded Systems Engineering  
Department of Management Engineering  
**Postal address:**  
Richard Petersens Plads  
324, 160  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Postal address:**  
Centrifugevej  
372, 229  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** clcp@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45257140, 45253274  
**Mobile:** 29366838, 93511937  
**Web:** http://www.cachet.dk

Anders Bjorholm Dahl  
Professor MSO, Head of Section  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Vedrana Andersen Dahl
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Statistics and Data Analysis

Alessandro Dal Corso
Student Assistant
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
IT Service

Anne Marie Damgaard
Project Manager
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Dynamical Systems
Bernd Dammann  
Associate Professor  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Scientific Computing  
**Postal address:**  
Asmussens Allé  
303B, 104  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** beda@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45253371  
**Fax:** 45 88 26 73  
**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/beda

Michele De Donno  
PhD Student  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Embedded Systems Engineering  
**Postal address:**  
Richard Petersens Plads  
322, 111  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** mido@dtu.dk  
**Phone:** 45255290

Nicki Skafte Detlefsen  
PhD Student  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Cognitive Systems  
**Postal address:**  
Richard Petersens Plads  
321, 110  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** nsde@dtu.dk  
**Mobile:** 55227

Giulia De Zotti  
PhD Student  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Dynamical Systems  
**Postal address:**  
Asmussens Allé  
303B, 011  
2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** gizo@dtu.dk  
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: raymoi@dtu.dk

Rajmund Mokso
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Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: rajmo@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253434

Jan Kloppenborg Møller
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Aakash Moncy
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Mechanical Engineering
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Postal address:
null, null
Denmark

Bjarke Mørch Mønsted
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Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
321, 117
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: bjmo@dtu.dk

Pedro Morell Miranda
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Department of Bio and Health Informatics
Department of Bio and Health Informatics
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Maria del Carmen Moreno Genis
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Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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2800
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Phone: 45253434

Morten Mørup
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Cognitive Systems
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: mmor@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253900
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/mmor
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/mmor

Piotr Mrówczyński
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Postai address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324
DK-2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
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Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Image Analysis & Computer Graphics
Postai address:
Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: wamus@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253407
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Kgs. Lyngby
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Alberto Nannarelli
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: alna@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253725
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Michael Nauheimer
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Kgs. Lyngby
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Phone: 45253434
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Postdoc  
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Denmark  
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Richard Petersens Plads  
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2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
Email: jjsn@dtu.dk  
Phone: 45253353
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Richard Petersens Plads  
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Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
Email: josni@dtu.dk  
Phone: 45253422
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Mathematics  
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Asmussens Allé  
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Denmark  
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Phone: 45253047
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Line Hagner Nielsen
Researcher
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Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Nanoprobes
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Søren Føns Vind Nielsen
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Postdoc
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Brovej
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Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Postal address:**

null, null
Denmark
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**Phone:** 45251861

Flemming Nielson
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** fnie@dtu.dk

**Phone:** 45253735
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Professor
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Richard Petersens Plads
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**Phone:** 45253730
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Thomas Nygaard Nilsson
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**Postal address:**
null, null
Denmark
**Email:** tnni@dtu.dk

Morten Nobel-Jørgensen
Consultant, Postdoc
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**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Postal address:**
Energivej
409, 024
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** mono@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45255984
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Jeppe Nørregaard
PhD Student
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**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** jepno@dtu.dk
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Indira Nurdiani Jabangwe
Postdoc
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: innu@dtu.dk
Phone: 45257521

Mads Nyborg
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Kgs. Lyngby
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Phone: 45255280
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Peter Nystrup
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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Asmussens Allé
303B, 019
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: pnys@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253369
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: aocc@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253706

Dorte Olesen
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Richard Petersens Plads
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Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: doole@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253089
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Oline Vinter Olesen  
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Ahmet Nazim Palazoglu  
Visiting Professor  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
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Richard Petersens Plads  
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2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
**Email:** ahpa@dtu.dk
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Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
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Richard Petersens Plads  
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2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
Denmark  
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2800  
Kgs. Lyngby  
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**Phone:** 45253071  
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Rasmus Reinhold Paulsen  
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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Copenhagen Center for Health Technology

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** rapa@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253423
**Mobile:** 2726 6175
**Fax:** 45881397
**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/rapa

Jacob Rex Pedersen
Finance Partner

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Postal address:**
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** jarex@adm.dtu.dk
**Mobile:** 93518893

Michael Pedersen
Professor, Head of section

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** micp@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253012

Niels Falsig Pedersen
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark

**Email:** ntpe@dtu.dk
Oscar Peralta Gutierrez
PhD Student
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Richard Petersens Plads
324, 230
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: osgu@dtu.dk

Niklas Christoffer Petersen
PhD Student
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null, null
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: nikch@dtu.dk, niklascp@gmail.com
Mobile: 28692468

Luca Pezzarossa
Postdoc
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: lpez@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253745

Kim Phat Em Phan
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Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
322, 023
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: kimp@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253090

Behnaz Pirzamanbein
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** bepi@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253407
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Paul Pop
Professor
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**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** paupo@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45253732
**Web address:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/paupo
**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/paupo

Florin Popentiu

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

**Postal address:**
305, 109
Denmark
**Email:** popen@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45257314

Bjarne Poulsen
Associate Professor
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**Postal address:**
Asmussens Allé
303B, 052
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
**Email:** bjpo@dtu.dk
**Phone:** 45255274
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**Web:** http://people.compute.dtu.dk/bjpo

Erik Lund Poulsen
Assistant, Printservice
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**Postal address:**
Richard Petersens Plads
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Niels Kjølstad Poulsen
Associate Professor
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Asmussens Allé
303B, 016
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: nkpo@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253356
Mobile: 28903797
Fax: 45882673
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/nkpo
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/nkpo

Oula Puonti
Postdoc
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Electrical Engineering
Center for Magnetic Resonance
Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324
DK-2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Postal address:
Ørsteds Plads
349, x
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: oula.puonti@gmail.com, oupu@elektro.dtu.dk

Jia Qian
PhD Student
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: jiaq@dtu.dk
Kim Rae Young
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Postal address: Richard Petersens Plads
324
DK-2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: rykim@nu.ac.kr

Matteo Raffaelli
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Mathematics
Postal address: Asmussens Allé
303B, 156
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: matraf@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253011

Christoffer Rasmussen
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
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Postal address: Asmussens Allé
303B, 039
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: chrras@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253095

Filip Salling Rasmussen
PhD Student
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Postal address: null, null
Denmark
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425, 225
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: fsras@mek.dtu.dk
Phone: 45254890
Fax: 45251961
Web: http://www.mek.dtu.dk

Jimi Walldo Rasmussen
Kommunikationskonsulent
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Cognitive Systems

Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
324, 120
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: jwra@dtu.dk

Sofie Rasmussen
Project Manager
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Postal address:
Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: sofira@dtu.dk
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Special Advisor, Cand.comm.
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: krau@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253394
Mobile: 23811547
Web address: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/krau
Web: http://people.compute.dtu.dk/krau

Rishi Relan
Postdoc

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science

Dynamical Systems

Postal address:
Asmussens Allé
303B, 039
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: risre@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253095

Eirik Resch
PhD Student
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303A, 005
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: eire@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253353

Laura Rieger
PhD Student
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Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: lauri@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253040
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: mberi@dtu.dk
Phone: 45255222
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Nicolai Andre Brogaard Riis
PhD Student
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Scientific Computing
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Asmussens Allé
303B, 111
2800
Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Email: nabr@dtu.dk
Mobile: 22177773

Tomas Rindzevicius
Associate Professor
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Nanoprobes
Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Sensing Using Microcontainers and Nanomechanics
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null, null
Denmark
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Ørsteds Plads
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Tobias Kasper Skovborg Ritschel
PhD Student
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Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: tobk@dtu.dk
Phone: 45255203
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Web: http://www.imm.dtu.dk/~tobk/

Peter Røgen
Associate Professor
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Asmussens Allé
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: prog@dtu.dk
Phone: 45253044
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Web address: http://www2.mat.dtu.dk/people/Peter.Roegen/
Web: http://www2.mat.dtu.dk/people/Peter.Roegen/
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PhD Student
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Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: daroh@dtu.dk
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Professor
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Michael Rose
Associate Professor
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: mros@dtu.dk
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Assistant Professor
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2800
Kgs. Lyngby
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Email: jsrn@dtu.dk
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Web: http://www.jsrn.dk

Eva Rotenberg
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Richard Petersens Plads
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2800
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Denmark
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Phone: 45251396
Fax: 45251961
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Postdoc
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Ernst E Scheufens
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PhD Student
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Email: andschl@dtu.dk
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2800
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Associate Professor
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Martin Schoebel
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Postdoc
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Phone: 45253038
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